
 

                        April 23, 2015 

 
 

Greetings, 

 The Fed’s QE program had the stated goal of pushing investors further out on the risk curve, 

and after seven years of historically loose monetary policy there’s not much further they can go. Junk 

bonds are yielding less than 4.5%, mutual funds are pouring record amounts of money into start-ups 

and the biotech sector looks more than frothy. However, the wealthiest citizens are finding attractive 

valuations in a market that wasn’t available until 2010: politics. 

 In 2010, the Supreme Court ruled in favor of Citizens United, which essentially opened the 

floodgates for unlimited funding of political campaigns by corporations, labor unions and other 

associations. The 2016 Presidential election is expected to be the most expensive in history. In 2012, 

candidates spent $2.6 billion but several experts believe that figure will double this time around. Now 

that several candidates have formally announced they’re running for President, the “VC donors” are 

stepping up to the plate looking to secure dividends in the form of policy influence. “Value donors” 

won’t get involved until after the first few primaries take place, and the “trend followers” won’t place 

their bet until nominations are secured. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Citizens_United_v._FEC#Dissent
http://marketfy.com/item/cup-handle-macro-research/?ref_code=8d921bf55ce2ede537956901061ebcd2
http://marketfy.com/item/cup-handle-macro-research/?ref_code=8d921bf55ce2ede537956901061ebcd2


 

 To be clear, this is an issue where neither party has the moral high ground. For every George 

Soros or Jeffrey Katzenberg funding the Democratic Party, there’s a Koch brother or Sheldon 

Adelson supporting Republicans. The problem is that these Kingmakers are essentially hand-picking 

their preferred candidates – not the voters. 

 For Democrats, where Hillary Clinton is the runaway favorite for the nomination, donors don’t 

have many options. It’s a different story for Republicans. The Koch brothers appear to have settled on 

Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker as their nominee, although Jeb Bush will be given the chance to 

audition. The Koch’s have said they plan to spend nearly $900 million during the 2016 campaign 

cycle. Adelson, who is worth an estimated $37.9 billion, hosted several potential candidates at his Las 

Vegas casino in March but has yet to declare a favorite. 

 Last September, there was an “Umbrella Revolution” in Hong Kong involving sit-in protests and 

mass civil disobedience. The protests started after the Chinese government proposed reforms to the 

Hong Kong electoral system, whereby they would pre-approve candidates in the 2017 Chief 

Executive election. The Umbrella Movement died down after a few months, but the protestors are 

almost guaranteed to re-emerge before 2017. Americans think of the Chinese government as an 

oppressive regime, but similarities in the electoral process between the US and Hong Kong are 

obvious. Then again, if you had tens of billions sitting around, investing in a President would deliver 

much better returns than allocating capital to stocks or bonds. 

 

 The Cup & Handle Fund is up +0.5% on the year, and +14.5% since inception. My investment 

pick for February is up +19% since recommendation. My two picks for March are up +18% and 23%, 

respectively. And my latest letter, sent out on Monday, has already rallied 4%. It’s quite a hot streak 

that I’ll try to keep going in May. If you’d like to start receiving these letters click here. 

 

Today’s letter will cover several topics, including: 

 Signal or Noise? 

 Concentration of Risk 

 The Russian Abyss 

 Chart of the Week 
 

As always, if you have any questions or comments or just want to vent, please send me an 

email at mike@cup-handle.com. 

 

Until next time, tread lightly out there, 

 

Michael Lingenheld 
Managing Editor – Cup & Handle Macro 

http://nypost.com/2015/04/21/koch-brothers-make-scott-walker-top-choice-for-2016/
http://www.politico.com/story/2015/04/koch-brothers-will-offer-audition-to-jeb-bush-117177.html
http://www.politico.com/story/2015/04/koch-brothers-will-offer-audition-to-jeb-bush-117177.html
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http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/billionaire-mogul-sheldon-adelson-looks-for-mainstream-republican-who-can-win-in-2016/2014/03/25/e2f47bb0-b3c2-11e3-8cb6-284052554d74_story.html
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Signal or Noise? 

 Credit is the lifeblood of the global economy and there are signs it’s starting to dry up. Recent 

data from the National Association of Credit Management shows a significant reduction of credit 

extended in March, and a sharp increase in credit applications rejected. Corporate receivables are 

also on the rise, signaling a deterioration in cash flow. 

 What’s causing this tightness? Surveys shows that USD strength was the main driver of credit 

reduction, as domestic profits were squeezed and international demand was negatively impacted – 

particularly in emerging markets. Lower oil prices were also a significant factor for reduced lending to 

the energy sector, even though the survey took place in Feb-Mar when oil prices were rebounding. 

       

 When corporations find their cash flow declining they usually delay paying bills, which shows 

up as an increase in receivables (note these charts are similar to PMI; above 50 is good, below 50 

bad). In 2007-08, receivables increased well before earnings estimates were downgraded. 

 It’s important to note the Fed’s data on corporate loans looks healthy and total bank loans are 

still rising. Unfortunately, these are commonly seen as lagging indicators. During the Financial Crisis, 

total bank lending didn’t slow until early 2008 and growth never recovered to pre-2007 levels. 

  

 Perhaps the stock market hasn’t taken notice of this trend because EPS have held up. US 

corporations raised $550 billion of debt last year to fund share buybacks, reducing the number of 



 

outstanding shares and improving per-share metrics. I’ve written about this financial engineering 

before and how it masks underlying trends, which appear to be negative at the moment. 

 The good news is that the high-yield market is holding up and safety assets appear stable. The 

largest high-yield ETF (HYG) continues to trade above 90 despite spells of volatility over the past few 

years. And gold, which should see a strong rally if these credit concerns become more pernicious, 

seems glued to the $1,200/oz. level. With that being said the time to buy safety assets is before the 

crisis, not during or after. 

 

Concentration of Risk 

 Since 2008, bond ETFs and mutual funds have appreciated every year except 2013. Even 

then they rebounded with a 4.5% gain in 2014. Therefore it’s no surprise they’ve been popular with 

investors. Of the major mutual funds players, Vanguard has more than doubled its bond holdings to 

$497 billion compared with $170 billion in 2008. PIMCO’s bond assets have grown to $404 billion 

from $210 billion, and BlackRock’s have risen to $139 billion from $26 billion. Total mutual fund 

assets in bonds are now $3.5 trillion. 

 The growth in bond ETFs is even more impressive considering they were introduced only 12 

years ago. By the end of January, they held $308 billion, up from $57 billion in 2008. 

 There are rarely problems in a bull market, but regulators are starting to worry about what 

happens when turmoil inevitably strikes. In a February report on monetary conditions, the Fed said 

“These funds now hold a much higher fraction of the available stock of relatively less liquid 

assets – such as high-yield corporate debt, bank loans and international debt.” As these funds 

expand, they may pose a threat it said: “Their growth heightens the potential for a forced sale in 

the underlying markets if some event were to trigger large 

volumes of redemptions.” 

 This threat is exacerbated by the fact that inventories of 

corporate debt at primary dealers has been falling steadily since 2007 

– largely due to the Volcker rule.  The US bond market has grown 

23% since 2007 but trading has fallen 28%. Both Jamie Dimon, CEO 

of JPMorgan Chase, and David Hunt, CEO of Prudential Investment 

Management, have warned that liquidity is the #1 concern among 

bond buyers globally. Bonds are still clearly in a bull market, but it’s 

looking very fragile at the moment. 

 

 

 



 

The Russian Abyss 

 First quarter GDP data shows the Russian economy contracted 2% Y/Y, the first quarterly 

decline since 2009. Prime Minister Medvedev attributed the shrinkage to economic sanctions and 

lower oil prices, but said the situation was stabilizing and not as bad as 2009. However, the Russians 

could face more problems going forward if European regulators charge state-controlled energy giant 

Gazprom with anti-competitive practices, as is expected.  

 

 The EU first launched its probe of Gazprom in 2012, but several rounds of sanctions related to 

Russia’s occupation of Crimea has complicated the matter. Not surprisingly, Russia believes the 

Gazprom investigation is politically motivated. The European Commission, the EU’s executive body, 

has tried to negotiate a settlement with the company but failed to reach an agreement. 

 The charges will almost certainly deepen Russia’s newfound alliance with Greece – the EU’s 

bad boy. In fact, Gazprom’s CEO met with Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras on Tuesday to 

discuss a proposed gas pipeline to Europe via Turkey and Greece, which would cut off all flows 

through Ukraine by 2020. In return, Vladimir Putin would give Greece “hundreds of millions of euros 

every year.” It’s unclear whether Greece would use that money to pay down its Troika debt, but it’s 

almost certain this geopolitical conflict will escalate. 

 

Chart of the Week 

 I’ve never been a huge fan of economic surprise indices because they’re inherently mean-

reverting, but there also appears to be a seasonal component. The US economy is set for a bounce 

in the second quarter, supported by rising temperatures as it rebounds from lackluster growth during 

the dreary winter. 

http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/04/22/us-eu-russia-gazprom-idUSKBN0ND10M20150422
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/04/22/us-eu-russia-gazprom-idUSKBN0ND10M20150422


 

 

 When the economic surprise index is negative, as it is today, it’s usually a good time to buy 

stocks. Following the weakest 5% of readings since 2003, the S&P 500 rose by 14.4%, on average, 

during the next six months. Conversely, it climbed just 5.5% after the surprise index peaked.  

 

Reader Question: 

**Editor’s note: Every week we’ll try to answer at least one reader question. If you would like to submit a 

question, please send us an email at info@cup-handle.com. We’d love to hear from you! ** 

 

Q:  Where’d you go? – Numerous Readers 

 

A: Cup & Handle is a one-man operation and it’s difficult to stick to the weekly format sometimes, 

especially on top of my monthly letter and other various obligations. I spent the past few weeks doing 

some deep-dive research on some exciting new themes that will have a major impact on the market 

over the next several years. It is these big-picture macro views that ultimately produce the biggest 

returns. As these markets evolve and conclusions are drawn, I’ll be happy to share them with a wider 

audience. In the meantime, I’ll be experimenting with a new weekly format (probably every Thursday 

or Friday morning), in addition to my monthly letters – which have performed very well the past 3 

months. Thank you all for your emails and good luck out there! 

 

That’s all, see you next week! 

 

For any questions or comments, please email us at: info@cup-handle.com 
 
Please visit our website. 

 
Follow us on Twitter: @cuphandlemacro 
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